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ELECTION COMMUNICATION

Local schools are under threat from a
Conservative Party that has stopped
listening to local people in Alsager,
Congleton, Holmes Chapel, Middlewich
Sandbach and the villages. Schools in
East Cheshire are set to receive the
worst Government funding in England.

Opposing school cuts
As a retired hospital doctor, Peter Hirst
knows we need additional investment in
health and care services as a matter of
urgency. The Liberal Democrats would
give it the funds it needs by adding 1p
on the standard income tax rates.

Standing up for the NHS
That’s why we are fighting for you to
have your say on the final Brexit deal.
Liberal Democrats are the only party that
has always fought for Britain’s
membership of the European Union.

Opposing school cuts
Standing up for the NHS
Fighting against Hard Brexit

Vote for a strong Lib Dem Voice
Meanwhile JEREMY CORBYN’S LABOUR
HAVE BACKED THE TORIES ON BREXIT.
Peter Hirst and the Liberal Democrats are fighting
for a properly funded National Health Service; AND
fighting against the appalling low funding of
Cheshire East schools by Mrs May’s Government ;
AND fighting to stay in the single market, instead of
giving in to a Hard Brexit which damages Britain’s
trade.

Fighting against Hard Brexit

DR PETER HIRST the strong voice for us

Dr Hirst & the Liberal Democrats
Leading the fight to stop the Conservatives’ HARD Brexit

The election on 8th June is YOUR chance
to change the country.

A

BREXIT HITS THE
MOTORIST HARD

disastrous hard Brexit will hit people in the pocket across the
country - with the poorest families hit hardest. We need to
protect jobs, by keeping Britain in the single market and having a
real alternative to the Conservatives.
Amongst the main parties in England, only the Liberal Democrats
are challenging the Conservatives over their hard Brexit plans.
Labour are deeply divided and fail to give a clear lead on
Europe.
ONLY A LIBERAL DEMOCRAT VOTE CAN GET
REAL CHANGE FOR BRITAIN.
4th May
Local elections on d their
- Lib Dems increaseacross
vote share
UK while Labour
slipped down
CON
38%
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LIBDEM
18%
UP 3

Petrol prices at the pumps
are now rising steadily,
with two-thirds of the rises
due to Brexit,
Petrol prices have
increased because crude
oil is traded in dollars and
the pound has slipped
against the dollar , after
the vote to leave the EU.
A hard Brexit could result
in the pound dropping
further, causing even
dearer petrol prices,

warns Peter Hirst.

Moving forward again across Britain
The local elections across Britain on May 4th showed the highest vote share for the
Liberal Democrats since 2010, according to election experts.
The Lib Dem vote across the country rose to 18%, whilst Labour fell again - leaving the
national gap between Lib Dems and Labour down to single figures.
Now we come to the General Election on June 8th and local campaigner PETER HIRST
will be fighting for you - on Brexit, schools and our health services. Remember, the Lib
Dems are a UNITED PARTY with clear policies on the main issues while Labour are
deeply divided on many key policies.

LAB
27%
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4

Beware the danger of a One-Party State after June 8th
*A parliament in which one party has an
overwhelming number of MPs does NOT lead
to STRONG Government - the danger is that it
may lead to a ONE-PARTY STATE!
WHAT ARE THE LIB DEMS’ GUIDING VALUES?
‘The Liberal Democrats exist to build and safeguard a
fair, free and open society, in which we seek to
balance the fundamental values of liberty, equality
and community, and in which no-one shall be
enslaved by poverty, ignorance or conformity’ PREAMBLE TO THE LIB DEM CONSTITUTON

* Labour are too deeply divided to provide a
strong opposition but the Lib Dems are a
UNITED PARTY - united behind values of
LIBERTY, EQUALITY & COMMUNITY

● Lib Dem Leader TIM

FARRON - he’s at the head of
a TOTALLY UNITED PARTY

WILL YOU HELP THE LIB
DEMS TO WIN HERE ?
Will you help Dr Hirst & the Lib
Dems to win Congleton
Constituency by delivering leaflets
or displaying a poster at your ho
sue? If you are willing to deliver
leaflets, please contact Peter Hirst
on 01606 737 108 or email
hirstp7@gmail.com. If you would
like a window poster, please cut out
the poster below and display, If you
would like a stake and board poster
please contact Peter.
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